Designer Nesting Chairs

Our Nesting chairs are a great space-saving solution for boardrooms and classrooms. In addition to their contemporary look, they are built with quality materials, and are made to last. Greenguard Certified. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

CoolMesh Nesting Chair
Model No. 7794T
Stocked in Black Mesh with Orange, Green, Red, Blue or Black Fabric Seat.
List $347

Agenda Nesting Chair
Model No. 3094T
Stocked in Black Back with Orange, Green, Red, Blue or Black Fabric Seat.
List $279

CoolMesh Pro Nesting Guest Chair
Model No. 8094T
Stocked in Black Mesh with Orange, Green, Red, Blue or Black Fabric Seat.
List $347

Seat Options
Lime Green  Orange  Sky Blue  Red  Black

Many other sizes, configurations and finishes are available. Contact your sales representative for details.
Many other sizes, configurations and finishes are available. Contact your sales representative for details.
**Guest Seating**

Contemporary guest seating with a modern flair is perfect for guest, lobby and educational environments. Coordinates with all Performance seating. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

NEW!

**Ideal Guest Chair**

Model No. 7904SG
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat and Silver frame. List $298

Optional Casters

Model No. 27/28
List $17

**Spice! Guest Chair**

Model No. 7804TG
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat. List $274

**Spice! Guest Chair with Casters**

Model No. 7804TG/27/28
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat. List $291

**Ashton Leather Guest Chair Sled Base**

Model No. 2708
Stocked in NEW Black Fabric. List $202

**Ashton Guest Chair Sled Base**

Model No. 2708
Stacked in NEW Black Fabric. List $202

**Tempest Leather Guest Chair Sled Base**

Model No. 6028
Stocked in Black Leather. List $307

Many other sizes, configurations and finishes are available. Contact your sales representative for details.
Many other sizes, configurations and finishes are available. Contact your sales representative for details.

**Baker Stackable Guest Chair with Arms**
Model No. 3128G
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat.
List $197

**Baker Stackable Guest Chair with Arms & Casters**
Model No. 3128G/27/28
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat.
List $214

**Baker Stackable Guest Chair**
Model No. 3129
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat.
List $188

**Baker Stackable Guest Chair with Casters**
Model No. 3129/27/28
Stocked in Black Mesh Back with Black Fabric Seat.
List $205

**Arc Stackable Guest Chair with Arms**
Model No. 2094TG
Stocked in Black with Charcoal Frame.
List $204

**Arc Stackable Guest Chair with Arms & Casters**
Model No. 2094TG/27/28
Stocked in Black with Charcoal Frame.
List $222

**Arc Stackable Guest Chair with Casters**
Model No. 2794TG/27/28
Stocked in Black with Charcoal Frame.
List $208

**Arc Stackable Guest Chair**
Model No. 2794TG
Stocked in Black with Charcoal Frame.
List $191

**Arc Heavy Duty Stacking Chairs**
Whether you are outfitting an auditorium, dining room or classroom, Arc is the ideal solution for your stacking chair needs. All Arc stacking chairs are made with heavy duty materials and built to be both comfortable and durable. Greenguard Certified. Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Stacking & Folding Chairs
Performance folding chairs are designed with strength and durability in mind. All feature reinforced tubular steel frame with powder coat metal finish, non-marring floor glides and fold flat for easy handling and storage.

Steel Folding Chair with Padded Seat and Plastic Back
Model No. 1321T
Stocked in Black Fabric Seat with Charcoal Frame.
List $93

Folding Chair Dolly
Model No. 1300D
Holds up to 32 Model #1321 chairs.
List $300

Alpha Stacking Chair Sled Base
Model No. 3070
Stocked in Black Fabric with Chrome Frame. List $160

Alpha Chair Cart (not shown)
Model No. 2700D
Holds 20-25 chairs. List $93

Sleek Cafe Chair
Model No. 2994
Stocked in Black Fabric with Black Frame (non-stacking).
List $271

File Friend
File Friend Stool
height adjust from 16-1/2” to 21-1/2”
Model No. 106T
Stocked in Black Vinyl with Titanium Base.
List $170

Many other sizes, configurations and finishes are available. Contact your sales representative for details.
Stacking and Bar Height Chairs
Multi-purpose stackable seating that is both versatile and economical, Budget Stacking Chairs are an ideal solution for offices, meeting rooms or dining areas. Choose from the series that best suits your needs. All Performance stacking chairs are of heavy duty construction and built to be both functional and comfortable.

Agenda Plus Bar Height Chair
Model No. 3083TQ
Stocked in Black, Blue, White and Green with Chrome Frame. (non-stacking) List $147

Agenda Plus Stacking Chair
Model No. 3080TQ
Stocked in Black, Blue, White and Green with Chrome Frame. List $115

Agenda Plus Stacking Chair with Arms
Model No. 3081TQ
Stocked in Black, Blue, White and Green with Chrome Frame. List $138

Agenda Plus 4-Wheel Dolly
Model No. 3080D
Holds 20-25 3081TQ & 3080TQ chairs. List $93

Optional Casters
Model No. 3084CASTER
List $14

Agenda Plus 4 Leg Stacking Chair
Model No. 3084T
Stocked in Black with Chrome Frame. List $127
Not stocked in all locations.

Agenda Plus Bar Height Chair
Model No. 3085TQ
Stocked in Black, Blue, White and Green with Chrome Frame. (non-stacking) List $147

Not stocked in all locations.
NEW! Bleeker Street Wood Shell Chairs

Discover lasting performance in a clearly simple package. Bleeker Street Seating combines cool, minimalist design with high performance materials to bring style and functionality to every space. Offered in a regular-height chair as well as bistro-height with low profile back.

NEW! Bleeker Street Wood Shell Bar Height Chair
Model No. 197
Stocked in White and Modern Walnut on Chrome frame. List $217

NEW! Bleeker Street Wood Shell Chair
Model No. 198
Stocked in White and Modern Walnut on Chrome frame. List $165

Many other sizes, configurations and finishes are available. Contact your sales representative for details.